Failure rate prediction of equipment: can Weibull distribution be applied to automated hematology analyzers?
Background Life cycle prediction measures, that provide information on the probability of failure of equipments, have been applied in electronic and mechanical engineering and for predicting the strength of dental implants. However, the same has not been utilized as yet in medical equipment such as hematology analyzers. Methods Failure data of five automated hematology analyzers (3-part differential) was collected over 14 consecutive months and a Weibull probability plot was made. The scale and shape parameters of this plot were used to predict failure probability distribution. This was then combined with various costs involved in remedial maintenance to get a cost analysis. Results The analyzers in their "useful life" period were found to suffer fewer actual and predicted failures compared to those in the "wear out" phase. Cost analysis showed a considerably higher per month cost of remedial maintenance of analyzers compared to the price of a comprehensive maintenance contract. Conclusions Our study demonstrates, for the first time, that Weibull distribution can be applied well to hematology analyzers for modeling of failure data and the resultant information is helpful in the cost analysis of maintenance to allow for prudent and informed decision making with regards to the mode of maintenance of analyzers.